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“An open and collaborative environment with a direct understanding
of people”
u

Emma has worked within recruitment for over 20 years - she is head of recruitment at Val Wade
Recruitment managing blue chip clients which include The Tate Group South Bank Centre
Goldsmiths College and the Design Museum.

u

Val Wade Recruitment is a boutique consultancy that specialise in providing office admin and
ancillary support staff to the education sector, not for profit organisations, building a strong
reputation within the cultural and heritage sector.

u

Over the past 35 years Val Wade Recruitment have developed a reputation as one of London’s
leading recruitment agencies and continue working with some of the UK’s leading recognised
brands, in helping them find permanent and temporary staff.

“Creating value should not be an afterthought but a core
organisational strategy”
What is value?
We can break down value into 5 keys areas when making critical purchasing decisions

u

Financial Value - more than the cost of buying recruitment services. - The bottom line - market rate

u

Shared Value - collaboration with key suppliers. allows non-government organisations and non-profits to identify the businesses
they want to work with and share strategies. Under the shared value framework, companies can identify social issues and develop
innovations and strategies to resolve problems while opening new markets and generating growth

u

Social Value - making a positive impact on societal challenges. - Improving the organisations impact across the key areas of :
community, sustainability, wellbeing, diversity and inclusivity. -

u

Reputational Value - increasing an organisation’s intangible assets. - Building a great reputation generates greater marketing
efficiencies for organisations. When you trust an organisation, you are more likely to believe what you hear and act on what you’re
told.

u

Value Creation - means sustainable growth - more jobs. - Organisational success comes from creating value for internal and
external stakeholders -customers, employees and suppliers. Organisations have a responsibility to all of these key stakeholders.

“Recruitment is one of the most important professional services”

What the recruitment sector has looked like through 2020?

u

Furlough - new concept has been received well and has assisted in keeping the
redundancies low.

u

Unemployment - has been more prevalent in the retail and hospitality sectors, we anticipate that this will affect other industry
sectors when furlough finally ends.

u

Candidates - have been resilient, willing to take jobs that don’t directly fit with their experiences - looking for opportunities where
they have transferable skills.

u

Organisations - restructuring, looking at their existing office spaces, looking at their current staff and overheads.

u

Remote / flexible working - pre- pandemic organisations were sceptical on the concept of remote flexible working. Concerns on
productivity - technology issues - working from
home issues.

u

Diversity and Inclusivity – High on the agenda through 2020 Building diverse and inclusive workplaces allow for an increase in
employee satisfaction and productivity and generates organisational growth and innovation. _ We are working with our clients
individually to overcome their diversity barriers and it is our number 1 priority for 2021. its a huge challenge for recruitment agencies
to ensure that the recruitment processes are fair and un-bias throughout the candidate journey, we are aiming to drive a large
scale change through various means such as implementing blind cv policy, providing unconscious bias training to our all
consultants and administrators, by proactively reaching out to the under represented communities through social and digital
channels, introducing grading systems, providing work samples, ramdomising of interviews and also ensuring more than 1 under
represented candidates are in the interview stage

“Effective employees want purpose”
What does the near future of recruitment look like?
u

Work environment - Offices and shared workspaces - Remote/flexible home offices. February Survey from the Institute for
Employment Studies 73% of workers would prefer to work from home some of the time. And as this becomes the norm, it will open
up opportunities to be more diverse in the recruitment process, for eg, it has never been a better time to increase the recruitment
of people with disabilities, who have previously been presented with barriers when travelling into the office

u

More diverse and inclusive organisations - At its core, a truly diverse and inclusive
organisation comes down to the strength in its employee engagement. - Recruitment and Employment Confederation (REC) did
a survey last month which reported that 2 in 3 businesses said that working with an agency had helped them increase their
diversity of their new recruits. Recruitment agencies will be playing a huge part in helping clients reach their diversity goals

u

Candidate expectations are changing - Its not all about the money! Candidates have had chance to re-evaluate what is
important to them in the workplace and are now placing higher value in wanting to work for ethical organisations, where
wellbeing, sustainability and diversity is a deciding factor in their career choice, rather than just a good salary

u

We will see organisations working more strategically with agencies - There will be a shift from using the larger national recruitment
providers, to local niche expert agencies - they will be stream-lining their recruitment services. More collaboration and discussionwith the aim of building long term stakeholder relationships which will allow for sharing Best Practice , Mitigate risk, (ensuring
compliance across policies for example modern slavery and being socially responsible)

u

Greater quality of candidates - a glut of great candidates will be in the market and having immediate access to these people will
be an advantage. Smaller niche agencies typically have a greater pool of quality candidates and have been interviewed and
profiled accordingly

u

We anticipate a more agile and flexible work force - The contingent workforce is growing to include temporary,
agency/contractors, freelancers and gig workers. Which will present new challenges to the way organisations manage these
teams and track performance. Temporary work creates a more agile economy - An Agencies pool of temporary candidates will
improve the agility of an organisation if utilised correctly

“Data suggests diversity and inclusivity directly correlates with better
financial performance”
Capturing the opportunity through the LUPC framework!
We have broken this slide down to 5 key areas which link back in part to the value slide
u

Agreed rates for the duration of the framework - no surprise fees allowing for long term
financial planning. - It's not unusual for some organisations to use many different suppliers either through other frameworks or through own
relationship/networks – and effectively there is no standardisation of fees and rates

u

Create greater value - by ensuring visibility of department expenditure. - When working with recruitment agencies through a framework,
Member Organisations have the ability to assess performance of the existing and future recruitment strategy whilst monitoring and
benchmarking existing KPIs of suppliers –extremely hard to monitor performance of agencies when services are purchased outside of
frameworks

u

Reduced organisational risk - guaranteed supplier compliance across all policies. - The future focus of recruitment – will be linked around the
key issues of diversity / Inclusivity – modern slavery – living wage – social mobility and social values. We know that working with suppliers through
frameworks reduces organisational risk. We know that working with suppliers through frameworks can build strategic sustainable workforces

u

Innovation - continuous improvement through supplier collaboration. - We know that building long term relationships with suppliers through the
framework will lead to an increase in innovation – having an agency that works within an organisations plethora of departments leads to greater
productivity and a sharing of ideas and data on continuous improvement

u

Improved internal effectiveness - ability to build a long-term strategic partnership with a supplier with specific industry expertise. Having the
ability to work with suppliers that have specific sector expertise gives member organisations the access to up-to-date relevant data across Salary
Surveys Candidate Surveys Employee Surveys Customer surveys.”

“Getting your recruitment
strategy right generates a
greater opportunity for social
mobility, creating better
performing teams and an
increase in the productivity of
organisations”.
”Value-creating organisations
create more jobs.”

Ref: https://www.mckinsey.com/businessfunctions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/ourinsights/the-value-of-value-creation
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